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Step inside a classic video arcade side-scrolling space shooter. Earth is once again at the mercy of on-coming
waves of alien attack ships. Luckily, you have the one vessel that can defend the earth from the onslaught.
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of each level, until the earth is once again safe.
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BLASTER WAVES – RULES
By Matt Worden, July 2012
All images in these rules make use of those included in the “Standard Edition”, which is intended to be easy-going on
home printers for those choosing the print-and-play option. If you are using a more color-intensive set of components,
you should still be able to recognize which items are being represented in the images.
Location references in these rules are looking at the playing area from directly overhead. So, something being referred to
as “above” another item is further away from the player, and something referred to as being “below” another item is
closer to the player.

Welcome, Blaster Pilot!
I do not wish to understate this: You are about to undergo a rigorous training exercise. When you have finally
completed the training successfully, you will have taken just the first step toward becoming the next hero that
may one day be all that stands between Earth and her imminent destruction.
In this training exercise, we will be simulating the expected terrors from space with a series of Levels that
escalate in difficulty – throwing waves of aliens at you, followed by powerful Boss creatures. I’ll simply wish you
luck once you begin. First, however, let’s give you a little crash course on what you have to work with.

Become Familiar with Your Inventory …
You will find the following items in your training kit:
• 54 Full-Sized Cards:
o 1 Player Ship Card
o 5 Boss Action Cards
o 48 Blaster Wave Cards … referred to as “the main deck”
• 32 Half-Sized Cards:
o 10 Health Cards
o 5 Level Cards
o 17 PowerUp Cards
Separate your kit into each of the different types of components, stacking each of the 6 types
separately.

Get to Know Your Craft – the BLASTER-X-3000 …
Take the Player Ship Card and look at it closely. This is a representative image of
the BLASTER-X-3000 … the most powerful starfighter that the space around Earth
has ever known.
Notice the multiple forward-facing projection ports, omni-directional micro-thrust
control system, zero-obstruction canopy, and sun-kicker main thruster … every
top-end spec ever dreamed up by prior generations of starpilots has been
shoehorned into the Blaster!
On the card, you will also find areas clearly marked to account for your current Health,
Shields and other PowerUps that you may collect along the way.
Place the Player Ship card in the middle of the left edge of the training area,
facing to the right. The threats that you will be dealing with will be approaching you
from the right.
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Situational Awareness is Key!
No matter the situation, it’s always good to keep a corner of your mind trained on those
things that can tell you where you are and how you are doing. In this training exercise,
that means knowing what Level you’re on and how your Health is doing.
Place the Health cards, as a supply pile, in the upper-left
corner of the training area … then take 3 of them and overlap them on the
Health area of your Player Ship.
The Level cards each tell you how intense the alien waves will be
on that Level, and how difficult the Boss will be to defeat. Stack
the Level cards, in order, with Level 5 on the bottom
through Level 1 on top. Place them next to the Health supply pile.

You Will be Getting a Little Bit of Help Along the Way …
On occasion, your ship will be able to pick up little extra bits of help, called “PowerUps” … these
are things that augment your ship, improve your health, provide shielding or act as specialized
weapons. Go ahead and take a quick look at the PowerUp cards to see
what’s in there if you’d like … but be quick about it!
Shuffle the PowerUp cards and place them as a facedown deck
below the Health supply pile. PowerUp cards are never “discarded” –
they are “recycled” … which means they are put at the bottom of the PowerUp deck once
they are done being used.

The Boss is Always Controlling Things from Behind the Scenes …
Even though the Boss doesn’t show up to fight you until the end of each Level, it is always
– ALWAYS! – controlling everything from behind the scenes. The waves of aliens coming
at you aren’t some random group of independent vessels … no!
The Boss sets them up and controls where they go.
Shuffle the five facedown Boss Action cards and set them
each down from left-to-right along the top of the training
area. Each Boss Action card will be the top of a column that the
alien waves will align to.

And Then They Come … in WAVES!
When the aliens arrive … man! They come in WAVES! Wave after wave of horrible
aliens! There are different kinds of aliens, but it turns out that what kind they are
doesn’t even matter – they all die the same way, at the business end of your Blaster!
When they arrive, they take on a strict formation … we call them “Waves,” if you
haven’t caught on to that yet. They stack vertically under the 5 columns formed by the Boss Action cards. Each
Level you advance to will have more aliens in each wave. It can become …
overwhelming! So, keep your cool and let your Blaster do the sorting.
Shuffle the main deck. Deal 2 face-up Wave cards below each of the 5 Boss
Action cards, for a total of 10 Wave cards for Level 1. Turn the cards so that
the “Wave” half (the one showing the aliens) is on the top. The “Blaster” half on
the bottom of the card doesn’t matter when the card is in a Wave.
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Of Course, You Do Have Some Fire Power …
The BLASTER-X-3000 was designed to deal with this very sort of threat. And it doesn’t
take an overly complicated plan – just Blast Away at the aliens until there aren’t any left!
So, make sure you’re locked, loaded and ready to party … Blaster-style!
Draw the top 3 cards from the main deck as your starting hand … turn the cards
so that the Blaster half is on the top. When used as a Blaster, the Wave half of the
card does not matter and can be completely ignored.
Keep the main deck nearby, as you will be using it often. Some folks find it easier
to not actually hold their “hand” in their actual hand … instead, they keep the cards faceup in the lower-left part of the play area. Others do that and then keep the main deck in
one hand, since its made use of so often. You’ll just need to see what seems most comfortable to you once you
get going.
And just like the PowerUp cards, the main deck cards are never “discarded” – they are “recycled” to the bottom
of the main deck. So, whenever you use up our Blaster cards or remove Wave cards, simply put them back on
the bottom of the main deck and keep going.
You are now ready for your training exercise to begin. So, lock your helmet in the blaster-happy position and get
ready to rock!
Here is what your fully prepared training kit might look like when you’ve set it up properly:
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Now Let’s Get Down to Business, Rookie!
We’re almost set to let you loose on these aliens, but it’ll work better if I give you a quick overview of how
everything works. You can’t waste any time confused about what’s going on once it all hits the fan!
There are 5 Levels to get through, and each Level is made up of a “Wave Round” and a “Boss
Round”. During the Wave Round, you are simply trying to Blast Away at the Waves of aliens until there are no
more left. During the Boss Round, you have a little back-and-forth with the Boss until one of you is defeated.

Throughout the Wave Round, You’re Either Blasting Away or Reloading …
It’s really as simple as that! The whole round is you continually deciding to “Blast Away” or to “Reload” … taking
a quick look at the situation … then doing it again. It’s a tight cycle, so your reflexes and short-term planning
better be ready to roll!
When you Blast Away, you are playing 1 or 2 Blaster cards from your hand to remove Wave cards.
There are a few things to keep in mind:
• Wave cards may only be removed from the leftmost remaining
wave in the play area.
• If you play 1 Blaster card, you may remove any number of Wave
cards as long as the total count of individual aliens across those
cards does not exceed the value of the Blaster card you played.

•

Example: In the example setup pictured on the previous page, you
could play the “4” from your hand to remove both of the Wave
cards in the left column. 2 Saucers + 2 Squid = 4 individual
aliens.

If you play 2 Blaster cards, you may only remove a single Wave card. This is usually done with smallervalue Blaster cards to remove a Wave card with a larger number of aliens on it.

Any Blaster cards you play and any Wave cards you remove are recycled to the bottom of the main
deck.
You Reload to add more Blaster cards to your hand. Draw the new cards into your hand from the top of
the main deck. A couple things here to keep in mind too:
• You add cards to your hand until you reach your current maximum hand size. That hand size starts at 3
at the beginning of the game. For each “+1 in Hand” PowerUp card on your Player Ship, your hand size
increases by 1. The largest possible hand size is 5 cards.
• When you Reload, any Wave cards in the first column from the left will
attack your ship. The number of hits to your ship are shown on the left edge of
each Wave card. You remove 1 Health from your Player Ship for each hit. If you
have “Shield” PowerUp cards on your PlayerShip, a Shield is removed instead of
losing Health for a hit. If there are no Wave cards in that first column from the
•

left, there are no attacks by the aliens during the Reload.

All other Wave cards advance one column to the left … as they try to get in
position to hit you.

If you run out of Health on your Player Ship, the game is over and you have lost … go to the section on “Scoring”
to figure out how poorly you have done.
If there are no more Wave cards left, then the Wave Round comes to an end and the Boss Round starts.
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Watch for PowerUps – They May Save Your Life!
It’s not all death and mayhem out there in the cold vacuum of space … well, it mostly is
– but sometimes help comes along. Some of the Wave cards show a “PowerUp” coin
along their right side – this is a good thing!
When you Blast Away a Wave card that contains a PowerUp coin, you draw
the top card from the PowerUp deck. If you remove multiple Wave cards that have
PowerUp coins with a single Blast, you get to draw a PowerUp card for each of them.
I won’t get into the details of each type of PowerUp just yet … there will be a list toward
the end of this training manual that should give you what you need on that.

Let’s Get Serious About the Boss …
The pace changes a bit when the Boss shows up. It’s going to try to attack you on a regular basis … so have
your best flying at the ready … and take a poke at it whenever the opportunity presents itself!
The Boss Round adds a Boss Action before each of your Blast-Away/Reload decisions … it’s back-and-forth, like a
dance – a deadly, deadly dance. Simply put, it works like this: Carry out next Boss action …
Blast Away or Reload … repeat, doh-see-doh, on-and-on, and so forth.
When you first enter the Boss Round, take the number of Health cards indicated
for the Boss on the current Level card and set them below the Boss Action cards
on the right side of the training area. Then, flip over the first Boss
Action card from the left.
Carry out whatever that Boss Action is – and I’ll talk about those in a
moment – and then you decide to either Blast Away or Reload, just like you
do during the Wave Round.
Then flip over the next Boss Action card … then Blast Away or Reload … and keep doing that until you’ve made it
all the way over to the right so that all 5 Boss Action cards are showing. After you’ve carried out the
rightmost Boss Action, start over again from the left side, going through each one-at-a-time left-toright, in the same order. Continue this until one of you has run out of Health.
If you run out of Health on your Player Ship, the game is over and you have lost … again – go to the section on
“Scoring” and see how you rate.
If the Boss runs out of Health first, then you have beaten this Level … it’s time to move on to the next Level.
But, let’s not get too far ahead of ourselves! Let’s talk in detail about the different types of Boss Actions first.
BLASTER ATTACK – The Boss likes to take quick pot-shots at you with its Blaster. You need
to either defend yourself – fight Blaster with Blaster! – or take a hit or two. Here’s how it
works: Flip over the top Blaster card on the main deck – this is the Boss’ Blaster
value – recycle that card and respond in one of three ways:
• Play 1 or 2 Blaster cards from your hand with a total value greater than or equal to the
Boss’ Blaster value to not take any hits.
• Play 1 Blaster card from your hand with a value less than the Boss’ Blaster value to
only take 1 hit.
• Play no cards (this may be your only option if you have no cards left in your hand) and take 2 hits.
Just as with the hits the Waves give you, you remove 1 Health from your Player Ship for each hit you take. Shield
PowerUps can take a hit instead of losing a Health.
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WAVE ATTACK – Just because you’re out of the Wave Round doesn’t mean you won’t be seeing any more
Waves … the Boss loves to throw more aliens at you whenever it can! On a Wave Attack, add Wave cards
from the top of the main deck to the second column from the left.
Add the same number of cards as shown on the Level card. Add them in
that second column even if it already contains Wave cards from an earlier
Wave Attack.
When there are Wave cards in the play area, you must Blast Away at the aliens – you
cannot attack the Boss directly … well, except with a “Boss Bomb” PowerUp … but I’ll let you
figure that out on your own. As for attacking the Boss – I’ll get back to that after we finish talking about its
Actions.
If you reload with Waves in the play area, they behave the same way they do during the Wave
Round. Any in the first column from the left will hit your ship, while those in the second
column will shift over to the first column and try to hit you later.
MOVE AROUND – Sometimes the Boss doesn’t even attack … it just moves around and tries
to avoid your attacks. These times are nice to get a good Blast in, or to Reload without having
to worry about getting hit.
Now, Blasting Away at the Boss is very important! Here’s how that works: When you Blast Away at the
Boss, you play 1 or 2 cards from your hand with a total value greater than or equal to the “To
Damage” number showing on the Level Card. Each time you are able to do this, you
remove 1 Health from the Boss.
And, as I mentioned before, if the Boss runs out of Health before you do, then you have
beaten this Level, and it’s time to move on to the next Level.

Getting Ready for the Next Level …
If you beat the Boss on Level 5, then you have beaten the full training exercise – consider yourself a Champion,
my friend! Then check out the section on “Scoring” to see just how awesome of a Champion you are.
If it wasn’t Level 5, then you need to get ready to do it all over again … only with more pain and struggle … sort
of a metaphor for life, eh?
So, do these things to get ready:
1. Look at the next Level card … rotate the top Level card to the bottom of that stack and the next card
showing should be for the next Level.
2. Reset the Boss Action cards … flip them all facedown and shuffle them … then set them back out
one-at-a-time from left-to-right as the top of the 5 columns like you did when you first set things up.
3. Setup the Waves … deal Wave cards from the top of the main deck below each of the Boss Action
cards to form the 5 columns of Waves, just like during the initial setup … use the “Cards / Wave” number
from the current Level card to determine the number of cards to deal into each wave.
4. Reload your Hand … add cards from the top of the main deck into your hand as if you were doing a
Reload … ‘cause that is what you’re doing afterall.
Now, start with the Wave Round and go from there. Blast Away some aliens – that’s what you’re here for!
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Scoring …
Bah – I personally think all scoring should be a zero or a one … you lost or you won! But the mucky-mucks
above me in the chain of command like to be all soft and mushy when they think about all of you poor pilots-intraining.
So, here is how they like to measure things:
• 10 points for each completed Level … this means the highest Level where you beat the Boss.
• 5 points if you lost during the Boss Round … so, if you lost during the Boss Round, this gives you 5
more points than someone that lost during the Wave Round.
• 1 point for each Health on your Player Ship … this only matters if you beat the full exercise, but you
probably already figured that out.
Total up all of your points and that will give you some measure on how you did, according to the mucky-mucks.
55 points = Best Possible Score … a true Ace!
51-54 points = You are a Champion! (go ahead and sing the song)
45 points = So very, very close!
40 points = Getting there … probably get it next time.
30-35 points = Keep practicing, Rookie!
25 points = Well … that was … interesting.
0-20 points = Really? Have you never Blasted aliens before?
Congratulations … don’t celebrate in front of me – DISMISSED! … MOVE ALONG!!

Oh Yeah – the PowerUp Details
Sorry, I got a little caught up in the moment and almost forgot to give you the details on each of the items in the
PowerUp deck. Here’s what I know …
Some PowerUps are labeled as “Instant”, some are “Permanent” and some are “Shield”:
• Instant PowerUps cause an immediate action to take place and are immediately recycled to the bottom
of the PowerUp deck.
• Permanent PowerUps are placed around the Player Ship and remain there through the end of the
training exercise.
• Shield PowerUps are placed at the front of the Player Ship and remain there until a hit is taken that
destroys that Shield. When a Shield is destroyed, it is recycled to the bottom of the PowerUp deck.
The following PowerUps are available:
+1 HEALTH (permanent, 2 available) – Adds 1 extra Health to the Player Ship. Immediately
take 1 Health card from the supply pile and add it above the Player Ship. On all “Full Health”
PowerUps after that point, one extra Health card is added in addition to the original 3 available
from the start of the game. There are 2 of these PowerUps available, meaning it is
possible for the Player Ship to have a maximum of 5 Health.
FULL HEALTH (instant, 2 available) – Health cards are added from the supply pile to the Player
Ship until the maximum number has been reached. Initially, the Player Ship may have 3 Health at
the start of the game. For each “+1 Health” PowerUp on the Player Ship, an additional Health may
be added.
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+1 IN HAND (permanent, 2 available) – Adds 1 extra card to the player’s hand. Immediately,
draw the top card from the Main Deck into your hand. On all Reloads – including “Fast Reload”
PowerUps – after that point, one extra card may be drawn into your hand in addition to the
original 3 available from the start of the game. There are 2 of these PowerUps available,
meaning it is possible to have a maximum hand size of 5 cards.
FAST RELOAD (instant, 3 available) – Reloads your hand without the aliens
having a chance to react. Blaster cards are drawn from the Main Deck into the player’s hand until
the maximum hand size has been reached. Initially, the player may have 3 cards in-hand. For
each “+1 in Hand” PowerUp on the Player Ship, the player may draw an addition card.
NOTE: Wave cards do not shift a column to the left when this PowerUp is used to Reload.
SHIELD (shield, 2 available) – Protects the Player Ship from a hit. The PowerUp is
placed in the “Shield” area of the Player Ship and is kept there until a hit is taken. The Shield is
then recycled to the bottom of the PowerUp deck instead of losing a Health card.
NOTE: If a “Wingman” PowerUp is also on the Player Ship, the Wingman is lost before any other
shield PowerUp is lost.
WINGMAN (shield, 1 available) – Boosts Blaster values and protects the Player
Ship from a hit. The PowerUp is placed in the “Shield” area of the Player Ship and is kept there
until a hit is taken. While it is on the Player Ship, all Blaster values played by the player are treated
as if they are 1 value larger. Example: A “3” Blaster card is treated as if it were a 4, and a “6” as if

it were a 7. This is true when Blasting Away, and when responding to a Boss’ Blaster Attack.
NOTE: If a “Wingman” PowerUp and a “Shield” PowerUp are both on the Player Ship, the
Wingman is lost before any other shield PowerUp is lost.

SHOCKER MISSILE (instant, 3 available) – Immediately removes any one Wave card from the
leftmost Wave. The Wave card is recylcled to the bottom of the main deck and the PowerUp
card is recycled to the bottom of the PowerUp deck. If this PowerUp is encountered while in a
Boss Round and there are no Wave cards in play, it simply does nothing and is immediately
recycled.
BOSS BOMB (instant, 2 available) – Immediately removes one Health card from
the Boss. The Health card is returned to the supply pile and the PowerUp card is recycled to the
bottom of the PowerUp deck. If this PowerUp is encountered while in a Wave Round, it may be
held on the Player Ship until the next Boss Round starts – it is immediately used at the start of that
next Boss Round.
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Card Printing Instructions
Use the graphics on the following pages to print out the cards needed to play “Blaster Waves.”
If you’d rather save your own printer’s ink/toner and would like a professionally printed and cut “Blaster Waves”
set, look for the game at The Game Crafter (available sometime in August 2012):
• Point your favorite browser to: www.thegamecrafter.com
• Click on “SHOP” at the top of the page
• Type in “Blaster Waves” in the Search Box
If you are going to print these out yourself, print and cut out the cards found on the following pages.
Here are a few more helpful hints in producing the cards for this game:

Generic Card Back Page
Page 12 contains a pattern that can be used as a generic back for the cards that need backs (PowerUps, Boss
Action Cards and Blaster Wave Cards) … instead of using the specific backs for those cards, you may find it easier
to just print the generic back on them instead – you don’t need to match it perfectly, and it will obscure what is
on the face if printing onto standard paper.

The Following Cards Do Not Need Anything Printed on their Back
The following cards used in the game are only ever seen from one side … so they do not need anything printed
on their backs:
Health Cards
Level Cards
They are all found conveniently laid out on page 13 … go ahead and print that page by itself and then cut those
cards out.

PowerUp Cards
The PowerUp Cards are all located on pages 14 & 15. If you wanted to print PowerUp-specific backs for them
and match them up to the card fronts, page 16 should be printed onto each of the backs of the 2 pages of
PowerUps.

Boss Action Cards
The Boss Action Cards are on page 17 and the matching Boss-specific backs are on page 18.

Blaster Wave Cards (“the main deck”)
The specific card backs to use with the main deck are given on page 19. This one page will serve as the back for
all 6 pages of cards starting on page 20.
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